Abstract-Simplifying a combinational circuit while preserving its range has a variety of applications, such as combinational equivalence checking and random simulation. Previous approaches use the binary decision diagram (BDD) technique to compute the range of one circuit and then reconstruct the circuit using the computed range. Although the size of the new circuit is significantly reduced due to the range rearrangement, this method suffers from the BDD blowup problems for large circuits since performing range computation using BDD is memory intensive. Thus, in this paper, we propose a new method for simplifying combinational circuits without explicit range computation. We first introduce a new concept of a stuck-at fault test for a circuit's range, showing that a range untestable stuck-at fault on a primary input (PI) indicates that this PI is range redundant, i.e., it can be removed without affecting the circuit's range. We then present a procedure to determine if a given range stuck-at fault on a PI is untestable. Our method iteratively identifies and removes range-redundant PIs to simplify a combinational circuit without performing range computation. Accordingly, large circuits that BDD-based methods cannot deal with can be handled using our method. We conduct experiments on a set of ISCAS'85 and MCNC benchmarks, and the experimental results show that our approach can minimize circuits such that fewer PIs are left. On average, our approach gets 37.06% reduction in terms of the number of PIs and 36.31% reduction in terms of the node counts.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE RANGE of a combinational circuit is the set of all possible output combinations [14] . Simplifying a combinational circuit while preserving its range has a variety of applications, e.g., combinational equivalence checking and random simulation.
Binary decision diagram (BDD)-based [6] cut-point verification is a widely used approach in combinational logic equivalence checking [4] , [10] , [13] . These methods partition the specification and implementation circuits into many subcircuits to avoid huge memory requirements in verifying the equivalence of the circuits. However, these approaches cause false negative problems if they simply replace the cut nets with free variables, because they lose the correlations with the free variables. To deal with this problem, one can add a simplified range-equivalent circuit connected to the cuts to drive the subcircuits [14] , [15] . For example, in Fig. 1 (a) (taken from [15] ), C 1 and C 2 are designs under verification (DUV).
The cut-point-based approaches partition C 1 and C 2 into two subcircuits to avoid memory explosion during verification. Therefore, the equivalence checking for C 1 and C 2 is now transformed to verifying the equivalence of C 1a and C 2a as well as the equivalence of C 1b and C 2b . In this example, C 1a and C 2a are equivalent, but C 1b is not equivalent to C 2b . However, C 1 and C 2 are actually functionally equivalent, demonstrating that this method can give falsely negative results. The reason for this problem is that these approaches regard Y 1 , Y 2 and Z 1 , Z 2 as free variables when verifying the equivalence of C 1b and C 2b . In fact, Y 1 (Z 1 ) and Y 2 (Z 2 ) cannot be simultaneously assumed to equal 1. To deal with this problem, we can add a simplified range-equivalent circuit of C 1a and C 2a , i.e., C r , to drive C 1b and C 2b [as shown in Fig. 1(b) ] and then verify the equivalence of C 1 and C 2 . Since the number of primary inputs (PIs) in the simplified range-equivalent circuit is usually reduced, it is more likely that the equivalence check for C 1 and C 2 can be conducted by BDD-based approaches. Random simulation is an efficient way to detect design errors. However, applying illegal random vectors to the DUV is meaningless for verification. Thus, the concept of constraintbased random simulation that can generate legal patterns for simulation is proposed [19] - [21] . However, the knowledge of generating these constraints is carried by designers according to the DUV specification. As a result, designers have to be involved in writing the input constraints for random pattern generation, increasing the possibility of manual errors. Another approach to dealing with the problem of illegal random simulation is to construct a constraint circuit for generating legal random vectors for simulation. This idea is as follows. In general, the inputs of the DUV are driven by the outputs of other modules that are within the same system. Thus, these modules, also called the environment, can be seen as constraint circuits for the DUV. The outputs of these modules can always feed legal vectors to the DUV. The main concern of this approach is verification efficiency. Verification engineers hope that the random vectors can be evenly distributed to reach more design corners. However, the randomness of input vectors in the DUV can suffer from the nonuniformity constraint circuit outputs. For example, many random input vectors in the constraint circuit will generate the same output vector, which will be the random input vector for the DUV. Thus, if the constraint circuit can be replaced by a simplified (with fewer PIs) but rangeequivalent circuit, the verification process will be accelerated. This idea is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the constraint circuit is limited to a combinational circuit in this application. For a sequential circuit, this idea still works if the sequential circuit can be translated into a combinational one by setting reachable state values to flip-flops.
To simplify a combinational circuit without changing its range, several works have been proposed [2] , [3] , [11] , [14] , [22] . These methods first compute and present the range of the circuit using BDDs. They then synthesize the computed range into a range-equivalent circuit. These range-computationbased methods can obtain significant reductions on the size of the circuit. Unfortunately, they could suffer from BDD blowup for large circuits since performing range computation using BDD is memory intensive. As a result, these methods fail to simplify a circuit whose range cannot be computed and presented efficiently.
On the other hand, a normalized function method [15] is proposed to simplify a circuit without performing range computation. This method partitions all PIs into two groups. One group is fan-out-free PIs, which are PIs in the transitive fanin cone of only one primary output (PO). The other group is fan-out PIs, which are PIs in the intersection of the transitive fan-in cones of more than one PO. This method is capable of removing all fan-out-free PIs, but retains the fan-out PIs. As a result, although the method can minimize some large circuits that the range-computation-based methods cannot, the reduction is limited. In particular, for circuits with only fan-out PIs, the algorithm fails.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a new method to simplify a circuit by removing range-redundant PIs. A range-redundant PI is a PI which is not responsible for the circuit's range. We can replace a range-redundant PI with a constant value, 1 or 0, without changing the circuit's range. Our approach is based on the concept of mandatory assignments (MAs), which is used in the identification of functional redundant wires [7] , [8] , [17] . With this approach, we iteratively identify and remove the rangeredundant PIs without performing range computation. Thus, our method also can deal with large circuits that the rangecomputation-based methods cannot. We conduct experiments on a set of ISCAS'85 and MCNC benchmarks. The experimental results show that our approach can minimize circuits so that fewer PIs are left. Our approach gets an average of 19.74% more reduction than that of the normalized function method [15] in terms of the number of PIs. Note that our approach and that in [15] both focus on reducing the number of PIs in simplification. This is because fewer PIs in the simplified circuit improves performance in various applications. Additionally, although our approach focuses on reducing the number of PIs, the total node count is also reduced when we simplify a circuit by removing the range-redundant PIs. The experimental results show that our approach on average gets 36.31% reduction in terms of the number of nodes.
In contrast to the range-computation-based methods, the simplification capability of our method may not be as good as that of them, but our method is more scalable and can simplify a circuit having an enormous range. Additionally, since the proposed algorithm is not limited to specific applications, any application using the technique of range-preserving simplification can take advantage of this work. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related concepts in very large scale integration (VLSI) testing used in this paper. Section III describes our fundamental method of identifying range-redundant PIs. Section IV introduces two procedures to improve the method mentioned in Section III. Section V shows the overall algorithm. Section VI presents the experimental results. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In VLSI testing, a stuck-at fault is a fault model used to represent a manufacturing defect within a circuit. The effect of the fault is as if the faulty wire is stuck at either 1 (stuck-at 1) or 0 (stuck-at 0). A stuck-at fault is testable if there exists a test vector that can generate the different output values in the fault-free and faulty circuits. Otherwise, the fault is untestable.
In a combinational circuit, an untestable stuck-at fault does not affect the functionality of the circuit. Thus, an untestable fault on a wire indicates that the wire is redundant. The circuit will still be functionally equivalent if the redundant wire is replaced with the stuck value. Here, we review an approach of identifying functional redundant wires using the concept of MAs [17] . Additionally, we assume that circuits only consist of AND, OR, and INV gates for simplicity. Complex gates can be decomposed into these gates.
An input of a gate g has an input-controlling value of g if this value determines the output value of g regardless of the other inputs. The output-controlling value of g is the output value with respect to the input-controlling value. For example, the input-controlling value of a NAND (NOR) gate is 0 (1), and the output-controlling value is 1 (0). The inverse of the input-controlling value is called input-noncontrolling value, and the inverse of the output-controlling value is called outputnoncontrolling value. Furthermore, a gate g or a wire w is in the transitive fan-out cone of a wire w s if there exists a path from w s to g or w, and w s is in the transitive fan-in cone of g or w.
The dominators [9] of a wire w are a set of gates G such that all paths from w to any PO have to pass through all gates in G. Consider the dominators G of a wire w. The side inputs of G are the inputs of G that are not in the transitive fan-out cone of w.
Logic implication is a process of computing unique logic values based on known logic values of nodes in a Boolean network. Given a logic value assigned at one node, the value can be propagated forward or backward until no more logic values can be determined. Recursive learning [12] , a learning method in automatic test pattern generation, can be used to perform logic implications more completely.
The MAs are the unique value assignments to nodes required for a test to exist. Consider a stuck-at fault test on a wire w. The MAs can be obtained by setting w to the fault-activating value and by setting the side inputs of dominators of w to the fault-propagating values. Then, these MAs can be propagated forward or backward to infer more MAs by performing logic implication. If the MAs of the fault are inconsistent, the fault is untestable, and therefore, w is redundant [17] .
In this paper, our fundamental idea of identifying rangeredundant PIs is derived from that of identifying functional redundant wires using inconsistent MAs.
III. RANGE-REDUNDANT PI IDENTIFICATION
In this section, we first present a new concept of a stuckat fault test for a circuit's range and show that, if a stuck-at fault on a PI is range untestable, this PI is range redundant. We then derive the MAs for a test vector based on a specific type of don't care. The don't care we consider is based on range equivalence, and it is different from the traditional controllability/observability don't cares used in Boolean network minimization [1] , [5] , [16] . The don't cares that these works consider are based on functionality equivalence. Finally, when the MAs are inconsistent, the fault is range untestable.
Before the detailing description of our approach, we use a simple example to demonstrate the intention of this paper. Fig. 3(a) shows a three-input two-output circuit. Its truth table is also shown in Fig. 3(a) . The range of this circuit, denoted as R, is (O 1 , O 2 ) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. We observe that the output combinations of the last four minterms {a = 1, b = −, c = −} (− denotes irrelevance of value) is the subset of the first four minterms {a = 0, b = −, c = −}. Thus, the rangeequivalent circuit can be constructed using only the first four minterms {a = 0, b = −, c = −}. Furthermore, since a = 0 is the input-noncontrolling value of the OR gate in Fig. 3(a) , the OR gate can be removed as well, and the resultant rangeequivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3(b) . In this example, we must examine if the minterms with a = 1 only generate output values that are the subset of the range of minterms with a = 0. Therefore, we set a stuck-at 0 fault on the PI a and check if the fault effect affects the circuit's range. Note that the traditional stuck-at fault test considers the fault effect to the circuit's functionality; however, we consider if the fault effect affects the circuit's range in this work. In the previous example in Fig. 3(a) , the circuit's range R is (O 1 , O 2 ) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. If we consider the stuck-at 0 fault test of the PI a, the range of the faulty circuit, denoted as R , is also (O 1 , O 2 ) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1)} as seen in Fig. 3(b) . Since each output value in R is also in R , we cannot find a test vector that produces an output value only in the range of the fault-free circuit. Thus, this fault is range untestable. The following theorem shows that a range untestable fault of a PI indicates that it is a range-redundant PI. Proof: According to Definition 1, the stuck-at v fault of a PI is range untestable means that there is no output value that is only in the range of the fault-free circuit. Therefore, replacing the PI with a constant value v will not change the circuit's range. Hence, the PI is range redundant.
A. Stuck-at Fault Test for a Circuit's Range
For example, in Fig. 3(a) , the stuck-at 0 fault of PI a is range untestable as explained. Hence, we can replace a with a constant 0 without changing the circuit's range. The resultant circuit is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
Note that our approach does not use explicit means to examine the range of a circuit, e.g., truth tables or BDDs, and then determine if any PI is range redundant. Instead, we use the idea of inconsistent range MAs (RMA) to achieve this. The details of our method will be presented in the following sections.
B. RMAs
As mentioned in Section II, for a traditional stuck-at fault test, the MAs are the unique assignments to nodes required for a test to exist. Similarly, for a stuck-at fault to be range testable, some nodes in the circuit have to be set to certain values for a test vector. These assignments are named RMAs. The formal definition of RMA is as follows:
1) Definition 2: Let f be a stuck-at fault in a combinational circuit C, and let T be a set of all vectors that can detect f for C's range. A node n in C has an RMA m if n is assigned as the value m for all vectors in T .
Computing all RMAs of a stuck-at fault is with exponential time complexity. This is because the process involves finding all vectors that can detect the fault. In this paper, instead of finding all RMAs, we present two types of value assignments that can be derived in practice, and then we show that they are some RMAs for a stuck-at fault test on a PI.
Type 1 Assignments:
The activating assignment, which is necessary for activating the fault effect, and the propagating assignments, which are necessary for propagating the fault effect.
Consider a stuck-at v fault on a PI pi, the activating assignment is pi =v (v denotes the inverse value of v), and the propagating assignments can be obtained by setting the side inputs of dominators of pi to input-noncontrolling values. These assignments are also the MAs for a stuck-at fault test as mentioned in Section II.
Before introducing another type of assignment, we define a concept that a node with a value assignment is observable at a PO. This definition is different from that previously defined and used in Boolean network minimization [1] , [5] , [16] . In the previous definition, a node n is observable if a change at its value is perceived at one of the circuit's outputs. If n is a PI, its observability is identical in our definition and the previous definition. However, if n is an internal node, its observability may be different. The previous definition only considers whether the value change at n can be observed at the POs in the transitive fan-out cone of n. In our approach, however, we also consider whether the value change at n (that made by some value changes at PIs) causes a value change at a PO which is not in the transitive fan-out cone of n.
Definition 3: A node n is observable if all possible value changes at PIs in the transitive fan-in cone of n that can change the value of n make a value change at a PO. An input pattern t makes n observable if n is observable under the condition that t is applied to the circuit. Otherwise, t makes n unobservable.
In Definition 3, we only consider the value changes at PIs that are in the transitive fan-in cone of n. This is because only they are responsible for the value change at n. In addition, if n is a PI, the PI we consider in its transitive fan-in cone is n itself. We use a simple example in Fig. 4 to clarify Definition 3 and to explain its difference with the previous definition. In this example, a = 0 is observable since a change at its value flips O 1 's value. Similarly, b = 0 and d = 1 are observable as well. However, c = 1 is not observable since b = 0 blocks the effect of c's value change. Next, let us consider the observability of the internal node g 1 . In the previous definition, g 1 = 0 is not observable because d = 1 blocks the effect of its value change. For a value assignment in a circuit to be observable at a PO, some nodes in the circuit have to be set at certain values. These assignments are named observability assignments.
Type 2 Assignments: The observability assignments, which are necessary for making type 1 or 2 assignments themselves observable at a PO.
To compute type 2 assignments, we first calculate the observability assignments of each PI and internal gate and then collect them based on these assignments.
In a combinational circuit, the observability assignments of a PI or an internal gate are further classified into controlling observability assignments (COAs) and noncontrolling observability assignments (NCOAs). The COAs and NCOAs of a PI are identical, and they are the same with its propagating assignments. For example, in Fig. 5 , a's propagating assignments are {b = 1, c = 0, d = 1}, and these assignments are also a's COAs and NCOAs. b's COAs and NCOAs are empty set ∅. This is because b has no dominators. This is also true for the PI c. d's COAs and NCOAs are {g 3 = 1}.
For an internal gate g, its COAs and NCOAs, denoted as COAs(g) and NCOAs(g), are the necessary assignments for making g observable at a PO when g has its output-controlling and -noncontrolling values, respectively. They can be derived from the COAs and NCOAs of g's inputs. Theorems 2 and 3 show the methods. Here, we suppose g has k inputs. In addition, icv(g), incv(g), ocv(g), and oncv(g) denote the input-controlling, input-noncontrolling, output-controlling, and output-noncontrolling values of g, respectively.
Theorem 2: Let g in_j be the jth input of g and OAs_C(g in_j ) denote the set of observability assignments necessary for making g in_j = icv(g) observable. Each value assignment in k j=1 OAs_C(g in_j ) must be necessary for making g = ocv(g) observable.
Proof: Suppose n = v is a value assignment in k j=1 OAs_C(g in_j ), and t is an input pattern that generates g = ocv(g) but n =v. Since n = v is necessary for each input of g having icv(g) to be observable, t generating n =v makes all of them unobservable. Let us consider the value change at g; it must be caused by all inputs of g becoming incv(g). Since all of them cannot be observed at a PO, g = ocv(g) is unobservable. Thus, an input pattern generating n =v must make g = ocv(g) unobservable, and therefore, n = v is necessary for g = ocv(g) to be observable.
We use the example in Fig. 6 to demonstrate Theorem 2. In Fig. 6(a) , n 1 and n 2 are the inputs of n 3 . Suppose n = v is a value assignment in OAs_C(n 1 ) OAs_C(n 2 ), and t is an input pattern that generates n 3 = 0 but n =v. When we apply t to the circuit, there are three possible combinations on the values of n 1 and n 2 : {n 1 = 0, n 2 = 0}, {n 1 = 0, n 2 = 1}, and {n 1 = 1, n 2 = 0}, and t makes both n 1 = 0 and n 2 = 0 unobservable. Next, let us consider the value change at n 3 . It must be caused by the values of n 1 and n 2 becoming 1. Since they cannot be observed at a PO, n 3 = 0 is unobservable. Thus, t does not make n 3 = 0 observable, and hence, n = v is a necessary assignment.
Consider computing COAs(g). We can compute them by intersecting the COAs or NCOAs of all of g's inputs. For example, in Fig. 6(a) , ocv(n 3 )=icv(n 3 )=ocv(n 1 )=oncv(n 2 )=0. The observability assignments necessary for making n 1 = icv(n 3 ) = ocv(n 1 ) = 0 observable are COAs(n 1 ), and the observability assignments necessary for making n 2 = icv(n 3 ) = oncv(n 2 ) = 0 observable are NCOAs(n 2 ). Thus, COAs(n 3 ) are the intersection of COAs(n 1 ) and NCOAs(n 2 ). In the example, in Fig. 5 , COAs(g 1 ) are the intersection of COAs(a) and COAs(b), and they are ∅.
Theorem 3: Let g in_j be the jth input of g and OAs_NC(g in_j ) denote the set of observability assignments necessary for making g in_j = incv(g) observable. Each value assignment in k j=1 OAs_NC(g in_j ) must be necessary for making g = oncv(g) observable.
Proof: Suppose n = v is a value assignment in k j=1 OAs_NC(g in_j ), and t is an input pattern that generates g = oncv(g) but n =v. Since n = v is necessary for at least one input g in of g having incv(g) to be observable, t makes (1) and (2) . g in = incv(g) unobservable. Let us consider the value change at g; it may be caused by g in becoming icv(g). Since the value change at g in cannot be observed at a PO, t makes g = oncv(g) unobservable. Thus, an input pattern generating n =v must make g = oncv(g) unobservable, and therefore, n = v is necessary for g = oncv(g) to be observable.
We use the example in Fig. 6 to demonstrate Theorem 3. In Fig. 6(b) , n 1 and n 2 are the inputs of n 3 . Suppose n = v is necessary for n 1 = incv(n 3 ) to be observable, and t is an input pattern that generates n 3 = 1 but n =v. When we apply t to the circuit, we obtain n 1 = 1 and n 2 = 1. Next, let us consider the value change at n 3 . It may be caused by n 1 's value becoming 0. Since the value change at n 1 cannot be observed at a PO, n 3 = incv(n 3 ) is unobservable. Thus, t does not make n 3 = 1 observable, and hence, n = v is a necessary assignment. Similarly, each value assignment necessary for n 2 = incv(n 3 ) to be observable is necessary for n 3 = 1 to be observable as well.
Next, consider computing NCOAs(g). NCOAs(g) are the union of the COAs or NCOAs of all of g's inputs. Consider the example in Fig. 6(b) . oncv(n 3 ) = incv(n 3 ) = oncv(n 1 ) = ocv(n 2 ) = 1. The observability assignments necessary for making n 1 = incv(n 3 ) = oncv(n 1 ) = 1 observable are NCOAs(n 1 ), and the observability assignments necessary for making n 2 = incv(n 3 ) = ocv(n 2 ) = 1 observable are COAs(n 2 ). Thus, NCOAs(n 3 ) are the union of NCOAs(n 1 ) and COAs(n 2 ). In More formally, COAs(g) and NCOAs(g) can be calculated using (1) and (2) as follows. We denote g in_j as the jth input of g. If icv(g) = ocv(g in_j ), the notation OAs_C(g in_j ) represents COAs(g in_j ); otherwise, it represents NCOAs(g in_j ). If incv(g) = ocv(g in_j ), the notation OAs_NC(g in_j ) represents COAs(g in_j ); otherwise, it represents NCOAs(g in_j ). For example, in Fig. 7 , a is a PI, and n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 are internal nodes in a circuit. icv(n 3 ) = ocv(n 3 ) = 0 is oncv(n 1 ) and ocv(n 2 ). Thus, COAs(n 3 ) are the intersection of COAs(a), NCOAs(n 1 ), and COAs(n 2 ). Additionally, incv(n 3 ) = oncv(n 3 ) = 1 is ocv(n 1 ) and oncv(n 2 ). Thus, NCOAs(n 3 ) are the union of NCOAs(a), COAs(n 1 ), and NCOAs(n 2 )
Finally, in the example of Fig. 5 , by (1) and (2), COAs(g 2 ) and NCOAs(g 2 ) are ∅. COAs(g 3 ) and NCOAs(g 3 ) are ∅ as well. Furthermore, COAs(g 4 ) is ∅, and NCOAs(g 4 ) is {g 3 = 1}.
With each gate's COAs and NCOAs, we can calculate type 2 assignments for a PI's stuck-at fault test. Consider a's stuck-at 1 fault test in Fig. 5 . Type 1 assignments are a = 0 to activate the fault effect and {b = 1, c = 0, d = 1} to propagate the fault effect. For type 2 assignments, g 3 = 1 is COAs(d) and NCOAs(d); therefore, g 3 = 1 is necessary to make d = 1 observable. Furthermore, since g 3 is an OR gate and COAs(g 3 ) is ∅, there does not exist any assignment necessary for making g 3 = 1 observable. Therefore, the type 2 assignment is g 3 = 1.
To summarize the procedure for computing type 1 and 2 assignments for a given fault test on a PI, we first compute the activating assignment and each PI's propagating assignments in order to get type 1 assignments. Second, based on these propagating assignments, we calculate each gate's COAs and NCOAs. Finally, we collect type 2 assignments according to the assignments computed in the first two steps.
Theorem 4: For a stuck-at fault test on a PI, type 1 and 2 assignments are some RMAs.
Proof: Let f be a stuck-at v fault on a PI pi in a combinational circuit C, T be the set of all input vectors that can detect f for C's range, and R be the set of output values with respect to T . By Definition 1, each output value in R must be in the range of the fault-free circuit but not in that of the faulty circuit.
1) Activating assignment. Because each output value in R is not in the range of the faulty circuit, each input vector in T must have pi =v. Therefore, the activating assignment is an RMA for f . 2) Propagating assignment. Suppose t is an input vector that has pi =v, and pi =v is unobservable when we apply t to C. Let o be the output value with respect to t. Since t does not make pi =v observable, the value change at pi cannot be observed at a PO. Thus, we can find another input vector t with pi = v, and t can generate o as well. Thus, in order to generate the output values only in the range of the fault-free circuit, each input vector in T must make pi =v observable at a PO. Therefore, the propagating assignments are also RMAs for f . 3) Observability assignment. Suppose t is an input vector that, when we apply t to C, pi =v is observable, but there exists at least one propagating assignment whose value is unobservable. Let n p be the propagating assignment and n p = v p be the unobservable value. Since n p = v p is unobservable, we can find an input vector t that generates n p =v p and outputs the same output value. When n p is assigned tov p , the value pi =v is blocked and becomes unobservable. As a result, t cannot make pi =v observable. In the earlier paragraph, we have proved that a test vector for f must make pi =v observable. Thus, t is not a test vector, and hence, t is not a test vector as well. Similarly, an input vector that cannot make all observability assignments' values observable is not a test vector for f . This is because we can find an input vector that makes at least one propagating assignment's value unobservable while generating the same output value. Thus, each input vector in T must make pi =v, each propagating assignment's value, and each observability assignment's value observable. Therefore, the observability assignments are also RMAs for f .
Thus, the MAs for a traditional stuck-at fault test are the subset of the RMAs of a stuck-at fault test on a PI for the circuit's range. When a PI's traditional stuck-at fault test is untestable, there is no input pattern that can produce a different output value between the faulty and fault-free circuit; the PI's stuck-at fault is range untestable as well. As a result, a functional redundant PI is also range redundant. However, a rangeredundant PI may not be functional redundant.
Given a stuck-at fault on a PI, we can compute the RMAs of the fault test for the circuit's range and then perform logic implications to obtain more RMAs. If the RMAs are inconsistent, the fault is range untestable. This is because no input pattern can generate a conflict value on a node in the circuit. Thus, we can replace the PI with a constant value. For example, in Fig. 5 , consider a's stuck-at 1 fault test. The RMAs are {a = 0, b = 1, c = 0, d = 1, g 3 = 1}. After performing logic implication, we can find a conflict on g 3 because a = 0 and c = 0 imply g 3 = 0. Thus, a is a range-redundant PI, and it can be replaced with a constant 1.
IV. MORE RMA IDENTIFICATION
In Section III, we introduce a simple method to compute the RMAs for a given stuck-at fault on a PI. The method, in fact, can only find a subset of all possible RMAs. However, the number of found RMAs significantly affects our capability of identifying range-redundant PIs. In this section, we propose two approaches for finding more RMAs so that more rangeredundant PIs can be identified. Finally, we summarize the proposed range-redundant PI identification algorithm.
A. Propagating Assignment Identification
Given a stuck-at fault on a PI pi, pi's propagating assignments can be obtained by setting the side inputs of the dominators of pi to input-noncontrolling values. For example, in Fig. 5 , the propagating assignments of the fault on a are {b = 1, c = 0, d = 1}. However, this method only works when pi has dominators and side inputs. In Fig. 5 , c has no dominators, therefore, no propagating assignment for the fault on c can be found. However, g 1 = 0 is necessary to propagate the fault effect, and it is a propagating assignment indeed.
A new method to finding more propagating assignments for a given fault on a multiple fan-out PI is to individually consider the fault propagating path of each fan-out. For example, in Fig. 5 , consider the stuck-at fault on c. The fault effect can be propagated through either g 2 or g 3 . First, we suppose that the effect is propagated through g 2 . We then find that the propagating assignment is b = 0, and b = 0 implies g 1 = 0. Next, we suppose that the effect is propagated through g 3 . We then find that the propagating assignments are {g 1 = 0, d = 1}. Finally, since g 1 = 0 is necessary for propagating the fault effect through either g 2 or g 3 , it is a propagating assignment of the stuck-at fault on c. Thus, given a stuck-at fault on a multiple fan-out PI pi, its propagating assignments can be obtained by intersecting the propagating assignments of each of pi's fan-out. 
B. COA and NCOA Identification
To review the approach discussed in Section III for identifying each gate's COAs and NCOAs, we first compute each PI's propagating assignments. Next, based on these propagating assignments, we identify each gate's COAs and NCOAs using (1) and (2) .
With these COAs and NCOAs, we can find the RMAs for a given stuck-at fault on a PI. For example, in Fig. 5 , consider d's stuck-at 1 fault test for the circuit's range. d = 0 is the activating assignment, and g 3 = 1 is its propagating assignment. Since g 3 is an OR gate and COAs(g 3 ) is ∅, we cannot find any observability assignment for g 3 = 1. Thus, the RMAs of d's stuck-at 1 fault test are {d = 0, g 3 = 1}. However, when d = 0, any effect through g 4 will be blocked such that b = 0 becomes necessary to make g 3 = 1 observable at O 1 , and the effect propagating path is from g 3 , c, g 2 to O 1 . Thus, b = 0 is a COA of g 3 as we consider d's stuck-at 1 fault test.
To find more RMAs for a given stuck-at fault, we should consider the values of computed RMAs and then recalculate each gate's COAs and NCOAs. For example, consider d's stuck-at 1 fault test in Fig. 5 . We have the RMAs {d = 0, g 3 = 1}. Since d = 0 blocks any effect through g 4 , we can assume that no path from g 3 to g 4 exists for effect propagation, and then, we recalculate each gate's COAs and NCOAs. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , we show COAs(a) and NCOAs(a) as disabled. This means that both a = 0 and a = 1 are unobservable since no path from a to a PO exists. COAs(b) and NCOAs(b) become {c = 0}, and COAs(c) and NCOAs(c) become {b = 0}. The intersection and union rules for a disabled set are as follows. The intersection of a set S and a disabled set results in S, and the union of S and disabled results in disabled. By these rules, COAs(g 1 ) become {c = 0}, and NCOAs(g 1 ) become disabled. NCOAs(g 2 ) become {c = 0, b = 0}. COAs(g 3 ) become {b = 0}, and NCOAs(g 3 ) become {c = 0, b = 0}. NCOAs(g 4 ) become {b = 0, g 3 = 1}.
Again, consider d's stuck-at 1 fault test. Before recalculating each gate's COAs and NCOAs, we have the RMAs {d = 0, g 3 = 1}. Since COAs(g 3 ) become {b = 0}, b = 0 is necessary to make g 3 = 1 observable at O 1 . Furthermore, c = 0 is necessary to make b = 0 observable at O 1 since c = 0 is a COA and an NCOA of b. Finally, the RMAs for d's stuck-at 1 fault test are {d = 0, g 3 = 1, b = 0, c = 0}. After performing logic implication, we can find a conflict on g 3 because b = 0 and c = 0 imply g 3 = 0. Thus, d is a range-redundant PI, and it can be replaced with a constant 1. In this example, it is clear that we cannot identify d as a range-redundant PI if we do not consider the values of computed RMAs and recalculate each gate's COAs and NCOAs.
C. Range-Redundant PI Identification Algorithm
Our algorithm to identifying and removing a range-redundant PI is shown in Fig. 9 . Given a PI pi and the stuck-at v fault on pi, in step 1, we compute type 1 assignments. They are the activating assignment pi =v and the propagating assignments of pi. If pi has a single fan-out, we compute its propagating assignments by setting the side inputs of dominators of pi to input-noncontrolling values. However, if pi has multiple fan-outs, we compute them using the method mentioned in Section IV-A. The method individually considers the propagating path of each fan-out of pi to compute its propagating assignments. In step 2, we compute type 2 assignments using algorithm Type2_Assignment shown in Fig. 10 . First, we compute COAs(i) and NCOAs(i) for each PI i. Both of them are identical to the propagating assignments of i. Next, we compute COAs(g) and NCOAs(g) for each internal gate g using (1) and (2) . Finally, we collect RMAs according to the computed COAs and NCOAs. In step 3, we perform logic implications to learn more RMAs. If there exists a conflict in RMAs, we replace pi with a constant v and stop. Otherwise, in step 4, we reperform step 2 to calculate more type 2 assignments by considering the value assignments in RMAs. The method is mentioned in Section IV-B. In step 5, we perform logic implications again to check if there exists a conflict or disabled assignment in RMAs. If so, we replace pi with a constant v. 
V. RANGE-PRESERVING SIMPLIFICATION
In Sections III and IV, we present a method for rangeredundant PI identification, which is of the basis of rangeequivalent circuit minimization. Next, in this section, we first discuss two operations, split fan-out and merge PIs. These two operations can be used to remove more PIs. We then present our overall algorithm.
A. Split Fan-Out and Merge PIs
In previous sections, we propose an approach for finding RMAs for a stuck-at fault test on a PI. A shortcoming of this approach is that only a few RMAs can be found when each PI only has a few propagating assignments. To solve this problem, we can change the structure of PIs to potentially generate more propagating assignments for each PI while preserving the circuit's range. Split fan-out is an operation to split a PI with multiple fan-outs into two PIs. For example, in Fig. 11 , the PI b is split into b 1 and b 2 , and the circuit's range is intact.
Given a combinational circuit, split fan-out may create extra output values that do not belong to the original circuit. Let C be the original circuit and C be the resultant circuit of splitting the fan-out of a PI a into a 1 and a 2 . If the ranges of C and C are different, there must exist an output value o that is in the range of C but not in that of C. Since o is in the range of C only, the input vector that can generate o must be the one with a 1 = a 2 . For such an input vector and output value o to exist, there must exist unique assignments to nodes in C . These MAs are the propagating assignments necessary for propagating the effects of a 1 = a 2 and the observability assignments necessary for making the propagating assignments observable at a PO. The method for finding these MAs is the same as that mentioned in Section III. If these MAs are inconsistent, we can split a into a 1 and a 2 without changing the circuit's range.
Our algorithm to splitting a given PI pi is shown in Fig. 12 . For each fan-out of pi, we first split it into pi 1 and pi 2 . In step 1(b), we compute the propagating assignments of pi 1 and pi 2 , respectively, and they are RMAs. In step 1(c), we compute type 2 assignments using algorithm Type2_Assignment shown in Fig. 10 . In step 1(d), we perform logic implications to learn more RMAs. If there exists a conflict or same value assignments on pi 1 and pi 2 in RMAs, we stop and continue to consider the next fan-out of pi. Otherwise, in step 1(e), we reperform step 1(c) to calculate more type 2 assignments by considering the value assignments in RMAs. In step 1(f), we perform logic implications again to check if there exists a conflict, same value assignments on pi 1 and pi 2 , or a disabled assignment in RMAs. If so, we stop and continue to consider the next fan-out of pi. Otherwise, in step 1(g), we merge pi 1 and pi 2 .
For example, in Fig. 13(a) , b is a range-redundant PI and can be replaced with a constant 0. However, our method mentioned in Section III cannot identify that the stuck-at 0 fault on b is range untestable. This is because there is no propagating assignment for b = 1. To solve this problem, we can split b into b 1 and b 2 and then remove them. To determine if b can be split and the circuit's range remains intact, we first split b into b 1 and b 2 , as shown in Fig. 13(b) . We then check if there exists an output value o that belongs to the circuit in Fig. 13(b) but not to the circuit in Fig. 13(a) . The MAs for o to exist are {a = 0, c = 0}, which are necessary to propagate the effect of b 1 = b 2 . Type 2 assignments for o to exist are {b 1 = 0, b 2 = 0}, which are necessary to make {a = 0, c = 0} observable. As a result, a conflict occurs. Therefore, o does not exist, and we can split b into b 1 and b 2 without changing the circuit's range. After splitting b, we further identify that both the stuck-at 0 faults on b 1 and b 2 are range untestable. We then replace them with a constant 0 and obtain a simplified but range-equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 13(c) .
Merging PIs can be seen as an inverse operation of split fanout. Let C be the original circuit with two PIs a 1 and a 2 , and C be the resultant circuit by merging a 1 and a 2 into a PI a. Similarly, if the ranges of C and C are different, there must exist an output value o which is in the range of C but not in that of C . We also can compute the MAs for o to exist. If the MAs are inconsistent, merging a 1 and a 2 does not change the circuit's range. When two range-irredundant PIs can be merged into one PI, the number of PIs is reduced. Our algorithm to merging two PIs pi 1 and pi 2 is shown in Fig. 14 . The algorithm is similar to that of splitting fan-out as shown in Fig. 12 . They perform the same checking method but different operations.
B. Algorithm
We have described the operations for identifying rangeredundant PIs, splitting fan-out, and merging PIs. Our overall algorithm based on these three operations is shown in Fig. 15 . Given a combinational circuit, we first split PIs that can be split without changing the circuit's range. We then remove all rangeredundant PIs. Finally, we merge the PIs that can be merged while preserving the circuit's range.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide the experimental results of our algorithm on a set of ISCAS'85 and MCNC combinational benchmarks. The experiments are conducted within a SIS [18] environment on a Sun Blade 2500 workstation with 4-GB memory. The benchmarks are in Berkeley Logic Interchange Format, which is a netlist level design description. For simplicity, we also decompose complex gates into AND2, OR2, and INV gates in the experiments using the decomp_tech_network function in SIS.
The experiments include three parts: The first one is to compare the simplification capabilities of our approach and the normalized function method [15] , the second one is to present the effect of using different orders to remove range-redundant PIs on the size of a simplified circuit, and the third one is to [15] show the benefits of a simplified circuit to constraint-based random simulation.
A. Comparison of Simplification Capabilities
To show our simplification capabilities, we reimplement the normalized function method [15] for comparison. In the experiments, we repeatedly apply the method [15] to the benchmark circuit until the circuit can no longer be simplified. Additionally, to perform logic implications more completely, recursive learning technique [12] is applied with the recursion depth = 1 by our approach in the experiments. Table I summarizes the experimental results of our approach and that in [15] over the number of reduced PIs and nodes. Column 1 lists the benchmarks. The benchmarks marked with "
* " mean that their ranges are enormous and cannot be presented by constructing their characteristic function BDDs. Therefore, they cannot possibly be handled by the rangecomputation-based methods. Additionally, all benchmarks can be simplified by our approach, but not by that in [15] . Column 2 lists the number of POs in each benchmark |PO|. Column 3 lists the number of PIs in each benchmark |PI|. Column 4 lists the total node counts in each benchmark NC. Columns 5 and 9 list the number of reduced PIs |PI d | of these two approaches, respectively. Columns 6 and 10 list the reduction percentage of the number of PIs. Column 7 lists the number of reduced nodes by our approach NC d . Column 8 lists the reduction percentage of the number of nodes. Column 11 lists the number of reduced nodes by the method [15] . In Column 11, a negative value indicates that the node count increases after the benchmark is simplified. For example, the C2670 benchmark has 140 POs, 233 PIs, and 1073 nodes, and our approach can remove 87 PIs and 429 nodes without influencing its range. The reduction percentage is 37.34% in terms of the number of PIs and 39.98% in terms of the node counts. However, the method in [15] only can remove three PIs, and the reduction percentage is 1.29%. Furthermore, the simplified benchmark has more node count than the original one with the increase of 2362. Table I shows that the node counts of some benchmarks simplified by the method in [15] increase. This is because [15] first partitions an n-output circuit into n subcircuits and then simplifies each subcircuit individually; a lot of nodes are duplicated in different subcircuits. When we merge all subcircuits to obtain the simplified circuit by connecting the same PIs, there may exist many redundant nodes in it. Thus, it is possible that the method in [15] reduces the number of PIs but increases the number of nodes when simplifying a benchmark. In the experiments, we apply the com_redundancy_removal function in SIS to remove the redundant nodes in the benchmarks simplified by the approach in [15] and then measure the node counts as shown in Column 11.
According to Table I , our approach provides more reduction in terms of the number of PIs in most benchmarks as compared to that of the method in [15] . In particular, 17 benchmarks which cannot be simplified by the approach in [15] can be simplified by our approach. On average, our approach can reduce 37.06% of PIs, but that in [15] only can reduce 17.32% of PIs. As a result, our approach reduces the PIs by 19.74% more than that of [15] on average. Furthermore, our approach gets an average of 36.31% reduction in terms of the node counts.
Note that the experimental results of our approach and that in [15] are variant from one benchmark to another. The results strongly depend on the functionalities of circuits. Since both approaches only eliminate minterms with repeated outputs and do not rearrange the range of each circuit, the amount of feasible reduction could be limited. It is an inherent limitation of both approaches. On the other hand, a 100% reduction of PIs is impossible since each output combination in the range has at least one corresponding input combination. Thus, a reasonable objective of this paper is to obtain a simplified circuit with the same number of PIs and POs. The reason is that an n-output circuit has at most 2 n output combinations and hence requires at least 2 n corresponding minterms (n-input). For all benchmarks shown in Table I , if the suggested objective is achieved, the average reduction percentage is 48.74% in terms of the number of PIs. The results of our approach are significantly closer to this objective than that of [15] . 
B. Effect of Different Orders of Removed PIs
The number of RMAs that we can compute is heavily related to a circuit's structure. In particular, when each PI only has a few propagating assignments, each internal gate will have a few observability assignments as well, and hence, the number of RMAs that we can compute will be small. Additionally, the number of computed RMAs significantly affects our capability of identifying range-redundant PIs. As a result, using different orders to remove range-redundant PIs may result in different numbers of RMAs that we can compute and may even affect the size of a simplified circuit.
We conducted the experiments to show this phenomenon. For each benchmark listed in Table I , we use two different orders to simplify it separately. Order 1 is from the first PI to the last one, and Order 2 is from the last PI to the first one. For each PI, we first set stuck-at 1 fault on it and check if it is range untestable. If so, we remove it and then check the next PI. Otherwise, we set stuck-at 0 fault on it.
Table II summarizes the experimental results of the cu benchmark on the number of computed RMAs and the removed PIs. Column 1 lists the PIs. Column 2 lists the type of stuck-at fault. s-a-1 denotes stuck-at 1 fault, and s-a-0 denotes stuck-at 0 fault. Columns 3 and 4 list the number of computed RMAs using Orders 1 and 2, respectively. The numbers of RMAs marked with " * " mean that there exists a conflict among them and the fault with respect to the PI is range untestable. "-" in column 4 means that the PI has been identified and that its stuck-at 1 fault is range untestable, and hence, we do not set stuck-at 0 fault on it (we check stuck-at 1 fault first in Although the order of removed PIs affects the simplified result of the cu benchmark, it is not true for all benchmarks. Only 6 out of 45 benchmarks listed in Table I have different simplified results when applying Orders 1 and 2 to simplify them, respectively. They are cm151a, cu, b9, rot, C2670, and i10.
In this paper, we do not consider the order of removed PIs to simplify a circuit. This is because it is difficult to identify which PI, if removed first, can have more range-redundant PIs later. Thus, as we identify a range-redundant PI, we remove it right away. Considering the order of removed PIs to obtain better simplifications could be our future work.
C. Generation of Output Combinations
In Section I, we mentioned that a constraint circuit can be replaced by a simplified but range-equivalent one to accelerate the verification process. We conducted the experiments to show the advantages of this work for constraint-based random simulation.
First, we serve each benchmark as a constraint circuit, and its circuit simplified by our approach is a simplified constraint circuit. We then simulate each circuit by repeatedly applying random input patterns and record the number of generated output combinations. For comparison of various aspects, we conducted two experiments as follows. 1) Same simulation time. We simulate each circuit and its simplified version for 100 s to compare the number of generated output combinations. 2) Same number simulation patterns. We simulate each circuit and its simplified version for 100 000 random input patterns to compare the number of generated output combinations and the simulation time.
The experimental results are summarized in Tables III and  IV , respectively. Since the smaller (fewer number of PIs or POs) circuits can easily apply all input combinations or produce all output combinations, they are not considered in the experiments.
In Table III , column 1 lists the benchmarks. Column 2 lists the number of POs in each benchmark. Column 3 lists the number of PIs, and column 4 lists the number of nodes in each benchmark and its simplified one. Columns 5 and 6 list the number of generated output combinations by these two rangeequivalent benchmarks, respectively. Column 7 lists the ratio of generated output combinations. For example, the C2670 benchmark originally has 140 POs, 233 PIs, and 1073 nodes, and can generate 37 264 output combinations for 100-s simulation time. After being simplified by our approach, the C2670 benchmark has 146 PIs and 644 nodes. For the same simulation time, it can generate 68 993 output combinations, and the ratio normalized with respect to that of the original benchmark is 1.85.
The experimental results in Table III show that each simplified benchmark generates more output combinations than the original one. In particular, the ratio of the cht benchmark is up to 12.55. On average, a simplified benchmark generates the output combinations 120% more than that of the original one for 100-s random simulation time. Let us consider constraintbased random simulation. For the same simulation time, since the simplified constraint circuit can generate more output combinations, it increases the probability of detecting design errors. Thus, replacing a constraint circuit with a simplified one can accelerate the verification process. Table IV shows the results of the second experiment. Unlike Table III , columns 6 and 9 list the CPU time measured in seconds of each benchmark and its simplified one, respectively. Column 8 lists the improvement in terms of the generated output combinations of each simplified benchmark as compared to its original one. Furthermore, column 10 lists the reduction in terms of the CPU time. For example, the i6 benchmark originally has 67 POs, 138 PIs, and 885 nodes. After simulating 100 000 random patterns, it generates 74 997 output combinations, and the simulation time is 214.51 s. Furthermore, the simplified i6 benchmark has 70 PIs and 184 nodes. For the same number of simulation patterns, it can exactly generate 100 000 output combinations and only requires 68.13 s. As compared with the original one, the simplified i6 benchmark can save 68% CPU time and obtain 33% improvement in terms of the generated output combinations. Table IV shows that each simplified benchmark requires less CPU time than its original one. Furthermore, most simplified benchmarks generate the same number or more output combinations. Compared to the original benchmark, a simplified one saves an average of 29.42% of the CPU time and obtains an average of 14.54% improvement in terms of the generated output combinations for 100 000 random patterns.
Let us consider the differences between a circuit C and its simplified one C . Since C is obtained by simplifying C, C must have fewer PIs and nodes than C. Thus, the simulation time of C must be less than that of C as well. Additionally, since C has fewer PIs, the number of all input combinations of C is less than that of C. When we apply the same number of input patterns to C and C , it is more possible that C generates more output combinations than C. In Table IV , 17 out of 27 simplified benchmarks really generate more output combinations than their original ones. However, although simplifying a circuit can reduce the number of all input combinations, we cannot ensure that the probability for each output combination to be generated will increase. It is possible that the probabilities of many output combinations decrease and only a few output combinations' probabilities increase. This phenomenon may cause a simplified circuit to generate fewer output combinations than the original one for the same number of simulation patterns. In Table IV , the simplified benchmarks of dalu, lal, and C880 are such examples that generate fewer output combinations than their original ones. Nevertheless, they still generate more output combinations for the same simulation time as shown in Table III .
Next, we show the experimental results of performing random simulation using a simplified constraint circuit over the number of required input patterns and CPU time. In the experiments, we serve the C2670 benchmark and its simplified one by our approach as the constraint circuits. Additionally, we select some benchmarks in Table I as DUV. The method of applying the input patterns generated by the constraint circuit to a DUV is as follows. We assume that a DUV has n PIs. Since C2670 only has 140 POs, if n ≤ 140, only the first n POs of the constraint circuit will drive the DUV. Conversely, if n > 140, we additionally apply the values of the first (n − 140) POs of the constraint circuit to drive the last (n − 140) PIs of the DUV.
In the experiments, for each DUV, we first inject an error to it by adding an INV to the fan-out of a randomly selected gate. Next, we iteratively apply random patterns to the constraint circuit to generate legal patterns for the DUV. Finally, the verification process stops when the DUV outputs a wrong output value. We repeatedly run 100 iterations for each DUV and measure the average results over the number of required input patterns and CPU time in seconds. The experimental results are shown in Table V .
In Table V, Table V shows that using a simplified constraint circuit can accelerate the random simulation process for each benchmark on average. Additionally, for all benchmarks, we obtain an average of 32.37% reduction in terms of the number of required input patterns and 53.51% reduction in terms of the CPU time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new method for simplifying a circuit while preserving its output range. This is the first work that introduces the concept of a stuck-at fault test on a PI for a circuit's range and proposes a procedure to determine if a given fault is range untestable. We also show that a rangeuntestable fault on a PI indicates that this PI is range redundant. Furthermore, a range-redundant PI can be replaced with a constant value without changing the circuit's range. Since our method does not perform range computation, iteratively identifying and removing the range-redundant PIs instead, the method can handle large circuits that the range-computationbased methods cannot.
The experimental results show that our approach gets 36.31% reduction in terms of the node counts on average. Furthermore, as compared with the normalized function method [15] , a non-BDD-based method, our approach provides an average of 19.74% more reduction in the number of PIs. Additionally, each benchmark simplified by our approach can generate more output combinations than the nonsimplified one for the same random simulation time. This work certainly can be applied to the application of constraint-based random simulation to accelerate the verification process. 
